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When E. M. Hull’s novel *The Sheik* was first published in 1919 it was denounced by the *Literary Review* as a ‘poisonously salacious piece’.1 *The Sheik*, held ‘beneath contempt’ by contemporary critics, has stubbornly refused to pass into obscurity.2 Barbara Cartland’s condensed version of the novel made it widely available to romance readers in the late 1970s,3 and its 1996 reissue by Virago marked the beginning of a new wave of engagement with the text, which has meant it is no longer possible to talk about *The Sheik* in terms of scholarly neglect.4 In her introduction to the Virago edition, Kate Saunders describes the novel as ‘pornography so soft you could give it to your grandmother’, a statement which is indicative of the nonchalance of late twentieth and early twenty-first-century sex-savvy readers.5 Though the craze for the desert romance that Hull’s novel ignited died down in the early 1930s, it is a genre which, like *The Sheik* itself, has persisted, and to this day it is a significant money-spinner for publishers of romance fiction. Since 2010, Harlequin Mills & Boon have published over 70 ‘sheik’-themed romance novels, including such titles as *The Sheikh takes a Bride, The Playboy Sheikh, Vampire Sheikh, How to Seduce a Sheikh, Sheikh’s Ransom,* and *Secret Agent Sheikh.*6

In this essay, the imitations which *The Sheik* spawned paved the way of the complex symbiotic relationship between the original bestselling novel (arguably the bestseller of the 1920s) and its numerous parodies. Not only did some of these texts, which parody the bestseller, become bestsellers themselves, they also assisted in
cementing the reputation of the original by directing present-day readers back to the origins of the tale. Though Hull’s imitators have enjoyed varying degrees of commercial success, they all are engaged in the collective act of keeping *The Sheik* alive through a process that ensures that the source novel is, in the words of Clive Bloom, ‘constantly reinvented … to retain freshness’ thus prolonging its otherwise ‘limited shelf life’. Bloom suggests that though certain texts ape their source and along with it, its accompanying conventions, they also evolve to appeal to the sensibilities of a modern-day readership. As such they represent not an ‘improvement’ on the original but instead are ‘recycled’ and therefore necessarily ‘contemporaneous’, embodying as they do the spirit of the age in which they are rewritten, simultaneously with that of the past. Nevertheless, the enduring appeal of the novel’s formula in which the capture and subsequent rape of the heroine is the catalyst to love and devotion, remains immensely problematic, especially in light of Virago’s classification of *The Sheik* as an ‘erotic novel.’

This essay seeks to examine the legacy of Hull’s first novel for the cultural landscape some forty years, and beyond, after its initial publication. Though there were many (often comic) imitations of the desert romance novel during the Twenties and Thirties (in addition to the frequent disparaging references to *The Sheik* in more ‘literary’ fiction of the era), texts parodying the genre have kept pace with publications of ‘straight’ desert romances in the latter part of the twentieth century. As Teo puts it, even during the Twenties the influence ‘on Western popular culture was already indelible, particularly as fodder for spoofs and satires.’ Indeed, *The Sheik*’s ripeness for parodic pickings is evident even to the present day, where new texts poking fun at Hull’s novel and its subsequent 1921 film adaptation starring Rudolph Valentino, keep appearing with an irrepressible regularity. My purpose here is threefold. Firstly I will briefly chart the genre’s slide into parody in the decade following the publication of *The Sheik* in 1919. Secondly, and by way of a theoretical framework for this essay, I will turn to the concept of the ‘parody’ and its relation to popular culture and the bestseller. As case studies, I examine a selection of intimations or parodies based on *The Sheik*, including
Violet Winspear’s romance novel *Blue Jasmine* (1969), John Derek’s film *Bolero* (1984), Larry L. Dreller’s *Valentino’s Curse: The Sheik Returns* (2011), Lavinia Angell’s *The Sheik of Araby: Pride and Prejudice in the Desert* (2010), and Victoria Vane’s erotic romance *The Sheik Retold* (2013), among others. *The Sheik* is indubitably a troubling narrative in which rape and violent domination are represented as vital tools of seduction. In *A Very Great Profession*, Nicola Beauman remarks that of all the varieties of sexuality permitted in the fiction of the early 1920s, none ‘were such bestselling ingredients as sexuality as sadism,’ and that ‘sexual pleasure for women was closely linked with cruelty’; writers like E. M. Hull and Ethel M. Dell took firmly to heart Elinor Glyn’s observation that ‘a woman will stand almost anything from a passionate lover’. Thirdly and finally, this essay seeks to address the issue of the legacy of this particularly derided bestseller by evaluating the paradoxical influence that imitations and parodies of the text have in simultaneously upholding and undermining the disquieting desert romance formulas of sexual violence against women as a means of erotic pleasure.

**Critical and popular responses to *The Sheik***

Late twentieth-century responses to the republication of Hull’s novel have been somewhat surprising in their offhand attitude given the above-mentioned problems. To many, *The Sheik* seems to be yet another harmless piece of fashionable ‘retro-kitsch’. As Juliet Flesch says, ‘it is difficult to comprehend the breezy insensitivity of the introduction’ to the 1996 Virago edition. However, such blasé attitudes seem to be a commonplace reaction to such texts in the current consumer climate. In August 2012, *The Telegraph* reported that *Fifty Shades of Grey* (2011), the first in E. L. James’s trilogy of erotic novels, had taken its place at the top of Britain’s all-time bestseller list with sales reaching 5.3 million. Nonetheless, the overwhelming response from its mainly female readership, and its commercial success, stand in stark contrast to the novel’s critical reception which has, on the whole, been scathing. In an article for the *New York Review of Books*, Emily Eakin ventures so far as to suggest that the trilogy might feasibly signal ‘the apotheosis of a
new industry paradigm, in which power has shifted from high-status cultural arbiters—agents, publishers, and professional reviewers—to anonymous readers and fans. Salman Rushdie, for instance, is reported to have said that he has ‘never read anything so badly written that got published.’ Of course, the general reception to the *Fifty Shades* phenomenon is not unproblematic, with many of the most outspoken critics prefacing their acerbic attacks with the qualification ‘I have never read *Fifty Shades*, but…’ And of course the derogatory treatment of *Fifty Shades* cannot be separated from the broader problem of the denigration of women’s genre fiction as a whole. That said, the bewildering success of a novel that was slated for both its appalling prose and its representation of practices such as sadomasochism and the sexual domination of women is not unparalleled in the history of the bestseller.

More than ninety years earlier, the publication of Hull’s *The Sheik* provoked a remarkably similar frenzy, with widespread condemnation from morally outraged reviewers, literary commentators, and a variety of other bodies claiming to speak in the interests of national decorum. Despite this, sales figures continued to defy the judgements of these cultural arbiters of ‘appropriate’ taste. In the 1920s a strange infatuation with Arabia and all things ‘sheik’ was taking hold across Britain and North America. Rudolph Valentino’s starring role in George Melford’s 1921 film adaptation of E. M. Hull’s now infamous novel, *The Sheik* (1919), had grown women behaving like teenagers and men attempting to mimic his exotic allure; *The Sheik* infiltrated popular culture on a multitude of levels influencing not only reading matter but also fashion, music, holiday destinations, and even interior design. According to Emily Leider’s work on the life of Rudolph Valentino, in 1931 ‘Sheik-brand rubber condoms’ were the final straw in corrupting the word ‘sheik’ from its original meaning of ‘Muslim cleric’ to ‘a synonym for the potent young he-man.’ The *Oxford English Dictionary* provides clear evidence of the development of the word in its second definition of ‘sheik’ as ‘A type of a strong, romantic lover; a lady-killer. [After *The Sheik*, a novel by E. M. Hull (1919), and its cinematic adaptation *The Sheik*, 1921, starring Rudolph Valentino.]’

Hull’s novel, which marked the beginning of a decade-long
obsession with the genre, may have been much maligned by literary critics as ‘not merely a bad novel but a chief representative of cultural degeneracy’, but the publishing phenomenon that it sparked was sensational. Melman cites The Sheik as the most ‘conspicuous’ reflection of the ‘dramatic rise in the number and size of editions’ at the turn of the decade. According to Melman ‘between 1919 and 1923 [The Sheik] ran into 108 editions in Britain alone.’ The success of the genre is especially surprising given the formula of rape fantasy that is its mainstay. According to the contemporary critic Heywood Broun, The Sheik and its imitators reinforce the assumption that assault is the way to earn the devotion of a woman; that ‘the quickest way to reach a woman’s heart is a right hook to the jaw.’ Though The Sheik inspired many imitators across fiction and film (there was even a sheik-inspired musical produced in 1926), it was also mocked in equal measure. As the decade progressed, the desert romance novel increasingly became a parody of itself.

Imitation and parody

The past thirty years have seen rapid advances in the theory of parody and, for many scholars, parody and pastiche (two related but distinct concepts), have come to be seen as defining features of the postmodern age. Definitions of parody are much contested, with the only consensus being that it is ‘a notoriously vague phenomenon’. On a simplified level, parody is an imitative cultural product that mocks or trivializes the original text. According to Linda Hutcheon, parody in its present-day form is ‘repetition, but repetition that includes difference’. It is, she claims, ‘imitation with critical ironic distance, whose irony can cut both ways.’ Hutcheon emphasizes the ability of parodic texts to perform sometimes competing functions through the inversion of their source materials; the stance that these parodies take towards their originals can, she states, range from ‘scornful ridicule to reverential homage’. For the purposes of the present essay, I define parody broadly to encompass a range of text types, which use irony in their imitations of the source text. Here, my definition is aligned with that of Simon Dentith, who argues that the term ‘should be thought of, not as a single and tightly definable genre or practice, but as a range
of cultural practices which are all more or less parodic.’29 By utilizing the term broadly, as Dentith does, I am able to here to incorporate the more subtle nuances in the ‘straighter’ imitations of the genre in addition to those texts which self-consciously seek to parody.

Particularly significant in terms of the present study of desert romance parodies is the inherent value judgement that any given parody bestows on its source. According to Dentith, parodies ‘allude, with deliberate evaluative intonation, to precursor texts.’30 The assumption is that parodies can be either deferential or disrespectful (or somewhere on this scale), towards their originals. Dentith maintains that ‘If one includes under “parody” texts that make respectful allusions to precursor texts in order to take a polemical attitude to the world, then one is unlikely to see the activity of parody as a predominantly subversive one.’31 On the other hand, he continues, parodies can be read as texts which contain ‘subversive possibilities’, in which the parodic text ‘attacks the official word, mocks the pretensions of authoritative discourse, and undermines the seriousness with which subordinates should approach the justifications of their betters.’32 In other words, parody has the ‘capacity to act as criticism’.33 The parodies of The Sheik that I explore in this essay, then, can be situated somewhere on the gauge of relative respectfulness towards the novel. As their status as parodies dictate, each text makes an implicit assessment of value.

As a text held in low cultural esteem, Hull’s novel is easy fodder for those seeking material for parody. As Beate Müller says:

> acceptance of parody is in inverse proportion to the greatness of the writer whose work is parodied: the more respect and admiration a given writer inspires, the more unwilling the readership is to put up with parodic adaptation of that writer’s works, whereas they tend to gloat when a parodist has picked a work of art for his purposes which is disliked for some reason or other.34

In choosing the frequently vilified The Sheik as the object of their parodies, the authors discussed in my essay are plumping for an easy target. However tacitly couched, in the production of the parody is also an element of ratification; ‘parody is,’ according to Hutcheon, ‘doubly coded in political terms: it both legitimizes and subverts that
which it parodies.\textsuperscript{35} It may ‘indeed be complicitous with the values it inscribes as well as subverts, but the subversion is still there.’\textsuperscript{36} Jonathan Gray, too, articulates a similar approach to parody, stating that parody has the ability ‘to talk back to more authoritative texts and genres, to recontextualize and pollute their meaning-construction processes, and to offer other, “improper”, and yet more media literature and savvy interpretations.’\textsuperscript{37} My assumption in the following is that each of these parodies is engaged in, to greater or lesser degree, a measure of collusion with the troubling plot of \textit{The Sheik}. However, the element of ridicule and humour that are present in these parodies also implies a rebellious subversion, a challenge to Hull’s disconcerting representations of gender, submission, and sexuality.

\textit{The Sheik} returns, again and again \ldots and again

\textit{The Sheik} is ideally suited for parody, and many elements of its plot-line have proven to be easily imitable. Before going further with my discussion of Hull’s imitators, it is necessary to outline some of the more problematic aspects of the novel. As the novel opens in the city of Biskra, \textit{The Sheik}'s heroine Diana haughtily defies the wishes of her brother and her would-be suitor to venture into the desert without a European male chaperone. Diana expresses her (subsequently undermined) resolve to never bend to the will of another: ‘my life is my own to deal with, and I will deal with it exactly as I wish and not as anyone else wishes. I will do what I choose when and how I choose, and will \textit{never} obey any will but my own.’\textsuperscript{38} After being carried off on horseback to the Sheik’s camp in the desert, Diana asks ‘Why have you brought me here?’ to which the Sheik replies with the line, whose infamy was immortalized in the Melford film adaptation, ‘Are you not woman enough to know?’\textsuperscript{39} In a nutshell, though Diana is forcibly held—‘His touch was torture. Helpless, like a trapped wild thing, she lay against him, panting, trembling, her wide eyes fixed on him, held against their will’\textsuperscript{40}—she falls in love with her abuser and comes to enjoy his sexual advances. Her love for the Sheik, who is paradoxically both tender and brutal, apparently the combination that makes him so sexually alluring, is cemented when she is kidnapped from her supposedly civilized Sheik by the
thoroughly uncouth, filthy, and irredeemable rival sheik, Ibraheim Omair. The Sheik is wounded in his ‘rescue’ of Diana and in the delirium of his recovery he reveals his true feelings for her. From her earlier proclamation that she would never be bound by the will of another, Diana appears to undergo a complete about turn, and by the end of the novel we are told that ‘she longed so desperately for happiness, and she loved him so passionately, so utterly, that she was content to give up everything to his will.’ In a final twist it is revealed that Ahmed Ben Hassan is not actually the Arab that he purports to be but the son of an English Lord and his ill-treated Spanish wife. In what nowadays could only be described as blatant racism, learning that the Sheik is actually a European legitimizes Diana’s feelings for her lover, feelings which she could never have felt for Omair, who is the antithesis of supposed European civility.

So how have later twentieth- and twenty-first-century imitations dealt with the imitation of such clearly sexist, racist, and politically incorrect material? In accordance with Hutcheon’s definition of parody, these Sheik imitators ‘cut both ways’, sometimes reinforcing Hull’s problematic notions of sexual violence and implicit racism, sometimes tackling them head on. Violet Winspear’s Blue Jasmine, published in 1969 before politically correct thinking gained traction, can be placed firmly on the side of reverence to its original. Blue Jasmine was a precursor to the recovery of the ‘sheik novel’ in the 1970s after it had more or less lost its interest by the end of the 1930s. This revival, according to Teo, came ‘particularly in the form of the newly emerging, female-authored, erotic historical romance novel (also known more disparagingly as ‘bodice ripper’) produced primarily in the United States.’ Author of over seventy romance novels, Winspear is infamous for her admission that the heroes of her novels ‘must be the sort of men who are capable of rape: men it’s dangerous to be alone in the room with.’ Winspear’s novel is more of a straight intimation of The Sheik, which appears to revere Hull’s message that the way to a women’s heart is through force. A real woman, according to Winspear, is one who can be mastered. Echoing Hull’s line, ‘Are you not woman enough to know?’ Lorna’s captor, Kasim ben Hussayn, imitates the Sheik’s implicit intention of rape: ‘you tell me you don’t know what a man means when he
brings you to his tent. *Ma belle femme*, I think you do know.45

Closely following *The Sheik*’s plot line, as Teo notes, *Blue Jasmine* pays ‘self-conscious homage to Hill’s novel and its ilk.46

It is the self-consciousness of Winspear’s imitation desert romance which puts it on the first rung of parody. As *Blue Jasmine*’s Diana counterpart, Lorna, declares, ‘You can’t alarm me with tales of ardent and dangerous Arabs who carry off lonely girls to their harems.’47 But it is these very tales of ‘ardent and dangerous Arabs’ who have drawn Lorna, much like the readers of contemporary desert romances, into the arms of her sheik: ‘Something beckoned you in the desert, eh? You followed and everything conspired to hold you there. Think back, *madame*. Those who hear the call of the desert hear it long before they see the reality.’48 The reverberations of Hull’s novel can be felt throughout much of Winspear’s 1970s œuvre.

Winspear’s *Tawny Sands* (1970) contains shrewd allusions to *The Sheik* with the suggestion that tales of ‘captivity by a sheik of the desert’ will make for a suitable asset for a ‘tea-shop proprietress’ to which ‘The good ladies of the seaside resort will flock in for tea and cakes,’ and, presumably, stories of abduction and rape.49 The knowing nod to Hull is even more apparent in her later novels *The Burning Sands* (1979) and *The Sheik’s Captive* (1979) whose plotlines, like *Blue Jasmine*, are very much indebted to Hull. The heroine of *The Burning Sands*, Sarah Innocence, answers a job advertisement—‘Young woman of British birth required to live abroad in the capacity of companion, in the household of a gentleman of means’—and travels to Casablanca, ‘the gateway of the desert, where women had no souls and where men were the absolute masters.’50 Sarah is taken captive by the Khalifa of Beni Zain, whom of course, as the convention goes, she comes to love and subsequently agrees to marry. Though Sarah protests that she is not ‘on the lookout for some sheik who’d drag me off to his tent!’51 she is told by the Khalifa (who is at this stage concealing his true identity) that her venturing out on her journey amounts to an invitation to sexual violation. She must, she is informed ‘be asking for a dose of semi-rape, if not the real thing!’52 *Tawny Sands*, then, reasserts *The Sheik*’s message that in treating the heroine thus, the hero is only giving the woman what she secretly desires despite her protestations to the contrary—
that ‘no’ does not really mean no. Though Winspear lightly mocks the conventions within which she writes, and Sarah is told not to take too seriously the ‘novels of repressed women writers’, she is of course fully complicit in Hull’s agenda. When Sarah asks the Khalifa if he intends to hold her against his will, he uses precedent as a justification for his lawless actions; ‘everything that happens,’ so says the Khalifa, ‘has a way of repeating itself.’

The after-effects of Hull’s novel can also be seen in texts which do not so closely hug the figure of Hull’s prototype. Elizabeth Ashton’s Moonlight on the Nile (1979), for instance, approaches the source text much more derisively. This time, the heroine, Lorna Travers, finds herself haplessly stranded in the Egyptian desert after the car she is driving breaks down. Suffering from the effects of the desert sun, she sees a sheik-like figure on horseback coming to her rescue. This rescuer, Miles Faversham, turns out not to be who he at first appears, but is in fact a film stuntman-cum-government secret agent; and the film set where he is working, predictably perhaps, is producing ‘one of your good old-fashioned desert melodramas’. Lorna remarks mockingly to the film’s director that the desert romance storyline is ‘rather old hat,’ to which he replies that though rather passé, the theme is ‘due for a revival and it always appeals to females.’ Though Miles’s tent on location lacks the romance of a sheik’s camp—‘No Bokhara rugs, or Oriental hangings, no silken divan and leopardskins, the scent of insecticide instead of jasmine’—Lorna is evidently sufficiently enamoured of her pseudo-sheik to fall truly, madly, deeply in love with him. Lorna’s infatuation is no doubt helped along the way by the fact that she finds herself a last-minute stand-in on the film set in the role of kidnapped heroine; ‘Her horse would be shot beneath her by her ruthless pursuer. She must run, and when caught and thrown across his saddle she must struggle and fight until she was subdued by his superior strength.’ So, Lorna gets to live out her desert romance fantasy in the controlled environment of the film set. It is interesting to note that in Ashton’s later novel, Egyptian Honeymoon (1981) the conventions of the desert romance are dismissed as unfashionable—‘The idea of the romantic Arab sheik is long outdated’—and yet are predictably utilized; the figure of the sheik is still seen to cause more than a ‘a very faint stir of excitement’.
Since *The Sheik* and its status as a bestseller is so indebted to the colossally successful 1921 film adaptation, it is hardly surprising that parodies of the sheik are often directed at the film and its star, Valentino. John Derek’s 1984 film *Bolero* is a case in point, which follows a young virgin’s journey into the desert in search of the Valentino substitute who will deliver her sexual awakening. As Teo notes, the film, set in the Twenties, alludes to Melford’s film by beginning outside of a cinema in the US with a close-up of Valentino’s face on a poster. The title credits are accompanied by the scene from Melford’s film where Diana is abducted by the Sheik and his band of men as they gallop across the sand dunes with the caption, ‘Lie still, you little fool’ as Ahmed Ben Hassan takes the swooning Diana in his arms. *Bolero* is particularly interesting as now it is the young woman who is more predatory, actively going in search of her desert man, who incidentally fails to live up to expectations and is a sexual let-down. *Bolero* was not a critical success and as Michael Ferguson notes, “The entire story is predicated on Bo Derek [who plays the film’s female lead] coaxing a hard-on.” In a 1984 *New York Times* review, typical of the responses that *Bolero* evoked, the film was slated for a plot that ‘sounds like that of a straight porn film.’ *Bolero* is no great work of art and by situating Bo Derek as the object of the male gaze it cannot be said to constitute a feminist reworking of the plot, but even so there is something liberating about a female lead who revels in her sexuality and outmanoeuvres the pathetic and fragile Sheik.

**Twenty-first-century parodies**

Valentino’s role as the epitome of all things sheik-like has by no means diminished in recent years; Anne Herries’ Mills and Boon novel *The Sheikh* (2002) is very much a case in point. Reminiscent of the opening scene of *Bolero*, the very visual evocation of Valentino provides the opening to yet another tale that follows in the same vein: ‘Justine reached for a copy of the magazine she had discovered at the library that morning. It had a full-page picture of the actor Rudolph Valentino inside and was advertising his latest film. … “We must see this before you go away,” Justine said and sighed over the picture of her screen idol.’ In this obvious pastiche, Herries, like so many of
Her compatriots, is acutely conscious of the genre’s reliance on the body of texts that have been published earlier operating through an implicitly acknowledged relationship of symbiosis; just as these recycled stories are nourished by their forerunners, they also feed a continued appetite for the ‘authentic’ article.

In Herries’ *The Sheikh*, the heroine, Chloe, responds to her friend Justine’s question about whether a real Sheik would be like Valentino by retorting that no, ‘He would probably be fat, greasy and smell absolutely awful.’ Justine is loath to have her illusions shattered and in the by now uncannily familiar words retorts: ‘I’ll have you know I dream of meeting Valentino … I see him bending down to swoop me up in his arms and carry me off to his tent in the desert.’ The fantasy of a sub-Valentino Sheik who preys on young virgins and teaches them their ‘true’ desires appears to be very much alive in the twenty-first century. Larry L. Dreller’s novel, *Valentino’s Curse: The Sheik Returns* (2010), though not itself a desert romance, speaks of the enduring allure of Valentino’s role. Here Valentino, contacted in a séance, haunts the novel’s protagonist, Emma. Valentino, we are told, ‘meant nothing to her, but still, it reawakened something in her that she couldn’t quite firmly grasp, something at the back of her mind that lurked, waiting for discovery.’ Valentino, in a quite literal sense, returns in this novel, his apparition haunting and even making love to Emma, his exploring hands ‘sweeping over her unresisting body’. Though the plotline of this supernatural romance is certainly not of *The Sheik* ilk, it nevertheless attests to a continued infatuation with the novel and provides a very literal illustration of Bloom’s assertion that ‘popular women’s fiction becomes a séance, reviving not merely the shadows and ventriloquistic voices of long-dead authors but also their [largely conservative] conventions.’

Lavinia Angell’s *The Sheik of Araby: Pride and Prejudice in the Desert* (2010) is just one further example of parody taken to the extreme in its hybrid Sheik/Pride and Prejudice plotline: ‘The Sheik finally tore his gaze from Elizabeth and glanced over his shoulder at his men, replying in kind: “She may captivate you, Yusef, but she is certainly not handsome enough to tempt me.”’

The prolific and assertively self-publicizing author Victoria Vane has been the latest in the long line of romance novelists to tackle *The
Sheik. Adding to her extensive œuvre of romance novels *The Sheik Retold* (2013), which Vane ‘co-authors’ with Hull herself, is essentially a retelling of the novel in which the problematic elements of female subservience and sexual assault are amputated and replaced with a female lead whom no man can match. The steamy passages which Vane incorporates into the novel transforms it into the kind of erotic book more in line with the expectations of twenty-first-century readers. What interests me the most in this text is not the story itself but the paratextual elements in which Vane justifies and motivates her decision to take on Hull’s novel. In the dedication, Vane openly pays homage to Hull, the woman ‘who created the fascinating and exotic world of *The Sheik*.’ Nevertheless, in ‘A Word from Victoria Vane’ which precedes the story itself, Vane explains that she has ‘always found the “forced seduction”/rape-to-love trope appalling, and never had such mixed feeling about a book as [she] did after reading *The Sheik*.’ However, it had kind of power over her: ‘*The Sheik* held me hostage, refusing to let me go.’ In the kind of language which could easily be used to describe the experience of a desert romance heroine in the grasp of her abductor/lover, Vane encapsulates the potency of Hull’s novel.

In rewriting the novel and throwing ‘the bedroom door wide open’, Vane claims to have kept the elements of the novel she finds most appealing and ‘changed what [she] loathed’, saving the definitive appraisal of her work for the book’s readership ‘who will be the ultimate judge.’ One of the most obvious alterations that Vane makes, aside from sex scenes, which would never have made it by the censors in the Twenties, is the fact that Diana narrates her own story in the first person providing a much greater degree of access to her thoughts. The novel uses a framing device and opens with Diana having evidently escaped her captor’s grasp. She then goes on to narrate her story retrospectively, eventually revealing her decision to return to the Sheik entirely of her own free will. Vane’s way around the problematic rape scene in the novel is to suggest that anything the Sheik could do to Diana, she could equally take back in pleasure from him. ‘I could’ she narrates, ‘either let him have me in the deferent and submissive manner of a lowly servant or meet him on an equal footing, allowing myself also to take from him.’ Diana
comes to learn the supposed truth that there is ‘power rather than
weakness in being the object of a man’s desire,’ as ‘the menacing
tiger,’ the Sheik, ‘had become her prey.’

Despite Vane’s assertions that Diana’s newfound sexuality at the
hands of the Sheik is liberating, her emancipation is double-edged.
On the one hand she might authentically enjoy her sexual encoun-
ters, but I would argue that her feelings of power and control are
somewhat illusory. To choose to enjoy the Sheik’s sexual whims is
not to be in control of them—on the contrary, she still submits to
his demands. Rather, I believe that Vane’s apologetic tone in her
justification for rewriting The Sheik only emphasizes the very real
problem of the impossibility of retelling in a manner which remains
uncontaminated by its source text. There is no doubt that, even
though Vane reiterates the fact that she finds certain aspects of Hull’s
novel problematic, she still is complicit in its overarching message
that happiness is dependent upon this archetype of masculinity,
this man who, in Saunder’s words, ‘is such a paragon of extreme
maleness that he amounts to a talking penis.’

Conclusion

One of the elements of the genre that seems to have helped to ensure
its longevity is its ability to evolve with changing times and to reflect
contemporary concerns. It is notable that there has been some degree
of critical attention paid to sheik romances at times when the West’s
(and predominantly the US’s) relationship with the Middle East has
been particularly fraught, thus suggesting the genre’s capacity to adapt
to and reflect changing cultural and societal forces. For instance, Teo
remarks on ‘a deluge of largely North American-authored novels after
the Gulf War of 1990–1991’, in addition to a further peak in publica-
tion of sheik-centred romances in the wake of the post–9/11 war on
terror. Though the political climate might be a contributing factor
in sustaining the popularity of the genre, genre also seems to rely on
a fundamentally stable nucleus that can withstand repeated retellings.
As Bloom has it, the bestseller as the ‘apotheosis’ of popular fiction
is frequently engaged in this turn to the past; the ‘grail’, according to
Bloom, is found in the ‘author who can rewrite the conventions of
revered predecessors.’79 ‘Popular modernity’, then, can be recognized as ‘the art of literary repetition, homage and pastiche.’80

Although Kate Saunders, in her introduction to the 1996 Virago edition of the novel, laughs off the controversial aspects of the The Sheik and remarks of the book that ‘it is simply divine’,81 the classification of The Sheik as an ‘erotic classic’ by a feminist publishing house is more than a little disconcerting. The Sheik perhaps sits rather uncomfortably on the bookshelf next to, say, Virago’s 2013 anthology entitled—ironically—Fifty Shades of Feminism. Yes, Saunders does caution readers to ‘suspend political correctness’ when picking up The Sheik, but she also goes on to admit that, should she find herself in Diana’s position ‘it would be several years before [she] got round to shouting for help.’82 Barbara Cartland echoes this sentiment in the preface to her abridged version of the novel: ‘We all saw ourselves in the role of Diana Mayo, we all longed to be abducted into the desert and to be forced by all sheer violence into obedience by an all-conquering male.’ It is impossible, though, to ignore the continued influence and appeal of The Sheik, however problematic it might be. It might even be suggested that the very fact that the formula is so controversial and divisive makes a case study of the desert romance as bestselling genre even more constructive in terms of developing an understanding of what makes certain books sell; the genre has remained a bestseller in spite of all the attacks levelled at it.
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